
Linear Partial differential 
equations of order one 

sGRANGE'S EQUATION 

AGRAnat partial differential equation of order one is of the form Pp + Qq = R, where P, 1 quasi-line 

tions of x, y, z. Such a partial differential equation is known as Lagrange equation. and Rare funct 

For ofs method of solving Pp+ Qq = R, when P, Q and R are functions of 

mple xyp + yzq = zx is a a Lagrange equation. 

22 Lagranges 

(Delhi Maths (H) 2000, 04, 08 Meerut 2003; Poona 2003) Theorem. The general solution of Lagrange equation 

Pp +Qq= R, . (1) 

oCu, v) =0 (2) 

where s an 
arbilraryjunction and 

and vr, y, z) = c. (3) 

e nvo 
independent 

solutions of 
(dr)P = (dyVQ = (d:yR 

Here, e, and c, are arbitrary constants and at least one of u, v must contain z. Also recall 
. (4) 

H QRd v are said to be independent if uv is not merely a constant. 
ha 

Proof. Differentiating (2) partially w.rt. 'r' and 'y', we get 

P= .(5) 

and . (6) 

Eliminating do/du and d0/dv between (5) and (6), we have 

du/dx + p(du/dz) dv/dx + p(ov/dz) = 0 
du/oy + q(du/dr) dv/dy+ qov/d:) 

dz 

du dv 

dz dy 
du dv 

dy 
du dv du dvdu dv du dv 
x dz 

= 0 

du dv du dv (du dv du d,du dv du dv 

oy dz ax dy oy dr .(7) 

Hence (2) is a solution of the equation (7) 
aKing the differentials of u(x, y, z) = c and v(x, y, 2) = C» we get 

(oulOx)de +(Ou/dy)dy +(du/dz)dz =0 ..(8) 

2.1 



rder one Linear Partial differential equations of ord. 2.2 

and (dv/dx )dr +(dv/dy)ay + (dv/dz)dt = 0 

dz, gives Since u and v are independent functions, solving (8) and (9) for the ratios dr: dy: dh 

dz dr 
du dv du dv 
ox dy dyy dr 

du dv du dv du dv du dv 

.10) oy d dy 
Comparing (4) and (10), we obtain 

du dv du dv du dv du dv du dv du dv 
dx dy dy Ox = k, say dy d dz dydz dr dr dz 

R P 

du dv du dv Ou dv du d = kO 
du dv du dvkP 

y d d: dy and 

Pp+Og R or k(Pp + Qq) = kR Substituting these values in (7), we get 

which is the given equation (1). 
Therefore, if ulr, y, 2) = c and vlr, y, z) = c, are two independent solutions of the system af 

differential equations (deyP = (dYO = (d:)yR, then otu, v) =0 is a solution of Pp + Qg=R 
being an arbitrary function. This is what we wished to prove. 

Note. Equations (4) are called Lagrange 3 aixillary (or subsidiary) equations for (1). 
2.3. Working Rule for solving Pp+ Qq = R by Lagrange's method. 

Delhi Maths Hons. 1998| Step 1. Put the given linear partial differential equation of the first order in the standard fom 
) Pp +Qq R 

Step 2. Write down Lagrange's auxiliary equations for (1) namely, 

(dr)P = (ayYQ = (4+YR 2) 
Step 3. Solve (2) by using the well known methods (refer Art. 2.5, 2.7, 2.9 and 2.11). Let 

u(r, y, 2) = C and v(r, y, z) = e2 be two independent solutions of (2). 

Step 4. The general solution (or integral) of (1) is then written in one of the following three 

equivalent forms 
u, v) = 0, 

2.4. Examples based on working rule 2.3. In what follows we shall discuss four rules for 
getting two independent solutions of (dx)/P = (dy)/Q = (dz)}/R. Accordingly, we have four types of 
problems based on Pp + Qq R. 
2.5. Type 1 based on Rule I for solvingg 

Suppose that one of the variables is either absent or cancels out from any two fractions of 

given equations (1). Then an integral can be obtained by the usual methods. The same procedure 
can be repeated with another set of two fractions of given equations (1). 

u = o(v) or = Q(u), ¢ being an arbitrary function. 

(dxP= (dyyQ = (dzyR. ) 

2.6. SOLVED EXAMPLES BASED ON ART. 2.5 
Ex. 1. Sohve (yz/x)p +xzq = y'. Indore 2004; Sagar 1994 
Sol. Given ozlx)p + xzq = y. 

The Lagrange's auxiliary equations for (1) are -4. (2) 

Taking the first two fractions of (2), we have 
rrd =zd 3xd-3y dy=0, or 



-y= , c eing an arbitrary 
Partual aferell, 

2.3 
nstant 

last fractions of (2), we get 
erating (3), 

he 
first and the 

4) 
or 

Next. taking the 

(4) 
and (6), the required general integral is 

/ve () alp tg) = z. |Bangalore 1997 (i) 2p +3q = 1. |Bangalore 1995 

Integrating 
(), 

x -y C, C being an arbitra constant

From (4) and (6), the required solution is given by 
stant. 

- C2» C2 being an arbitrary constant 2xdx 2zdz = 0. 5) 
Integraling 

-y,-7)=0, 9 being an arbitrary function. 
.6) 

Sol () Given 

nec's auxiliary equation for (1) are 

ap +aq = z. 

The Lagrange's a 

the first two members of (1), 
Takmg 

(dxa-(dyNa = (dz)1. 
dx-dy = 0. 

1) 
2) 
(3) 
..4) two members of (1), 

Taking the last dy adz = 0. 
(5) 

.6) integra 
(5), y-az = c2 C2 being an bitrary constant. 

o(x-Vy- az) = 0, 9 being an arbitrary function. 

E. 3. Solve p tan x g tan y = tan z 

IMadras 2005; Kanpur 2007| 
Sol. Given 

(tan xp + (tan y)q = tan z. 
1) 

The Lagrange's auxiliary equations for (1) are dz 
tan x tan y an z 2) 

Taking the first two fractions of (2), cot x dr - cot y dy =0. 

Integrating, log sin x- log sin y = log e 

Integrating, log sin y- log sin z = log c, 

or (sin x(sin y) = c. .3) 

Taking the last two fractions of (2), cot y dy- cot z dz = 0. 

or 

From (3) and (4), the required general solution is 
(sin y/(sin z) = C2 ..(4) 

sin x/sin y = o(sin y/sin z), ¢ being an arbitrary function. 
Ex. 4. Solve zp = -*. 

Sol. Given zp +0.g =-*. 
The Lagrange's subsidiary equations for (1) are 

Taking the first and the last members of (2), we get 

1) 
(drVz = (dyy0 = (d:y=) (2) 

-xdr = zdz or 2xdr +2zdz = 0. 

Integrating (3), x +z = c, C being an arbitrary constant. 
Neat, the second fraction of (2) implies that 

Tom (4) and (5), the required solution is 2 +2= 00), ¢ being an arbitrary function. 
5. Solve y'p-xyg = x{z-2) 

3) 
4) 

dy 0giving y=C2(3) 

Delhi Maths Hons. 1995, Delhi Meths(G) 2006| 

Taking the first two fractions of (1) and re-writing, we get 

o. Here Lagrange's auxiliary equations are 

Now taking the last two fractions of (1) and re-writing, we get 

d dy= dz .(1) 
x(z-2y) 

2xdx+ 2ydy =0 
so that ..2) 

dz 

-2y 2 3) or 

G is linear in z and y. ts . 
12 and y. Its I.F. = ylogy = y. Hence solution of (3) is 



Linear Partial diferential equation 
order 

2.4 

zy-yC2 or .y= 2ydy+e 

function K.U. Kurukshetra ye 
Hence o(r +y. zy-)) = 0 is the desired solution, where o is an arbitrary f 

Sol. The Lagrange's auxiliary equation for the given equation are 

d 

Ex. 6. Solve (r + 2y°)p- y9 = x 

dy 
+2y xz -xy 

Taking the last two fractions of (2) and re-writing, we get 

(y) dy+(1/2)dz = 0 

Taking the first two fractions of (1), we have 
or so that log y + logz = log e 

yz 

d +2 
dy or 

-XY 

Putting r = v and 2x(drldy) = dv/dr, (3) yields 

dvldr +(2/y) v=- 4y, which is a linear equation. 
Its integrating factor =ey= 2logy = y2 and hence its solution is 

yy + =e =J{-4))dy+e or 

From (2) and (4), the required solution is o(yz, y'r* +y°)= 0, being an arbitrary fumci 
EXERCISE 2 (A) 

Solve the following partial differential equations 
1. (-a+ x)p+(-b+ ya = (-c+z). Ans. o{lx-a)/(y-b),(y-b)/(z-c}= 
2. xp+yq = z 

Ans. o(r/z, yl2)=t 
3. p+q 1 

4. xp+p = # Ans. o(r-y, x-:)= 
Bilaspur 2001, Jabalpur 2000, Sagar 2000, Vikram 199 

Ans. o(1/x-1/y,1/y-1/:)=0 
5. rp+yq+? = 0 

Ans. o(1/x-1/y, 1/y+1/2)=0 
6. dz/dx+oz/dy = sin x |Meerut 1995] Ans. o(r-y, z+cosx)= 
7. yzp + 2xq = xy [Nagpur 1996| 

Ans. o(r-zy-4:)=0 
8. xp + yq=z |Bangalore 19951 
9. yzp + zxq = xy 

Ans. or/y, x/2)=0 
IM.S. Univ. T.N. 2007, Jiwaji 1998, Revishankar 20 

Ans. o(-y,?-)| 0. zp =* 

Ans. (y, -:)=0 

Ans. o(r-y', +3:)- 

(dxyP= (dywa = (dr/R. 
d on Rule Il for solvng *** tegral of (1) is known by using rule I explained in Art 2.5 and Sup A not be obtained by using rule I of Art. 2.5. Then one integra 

known 



equations of order one 

eoral as shown in the following solved examples. Note that in the 

ential equati 

25 
find another 

SVEDEr.t

Sohe 

p t sg = Sz + 

tant of integration of first integral should be removed later on. 
PLES BASED ON ART. 2.7 EXAMPLE 

sq + * tan (- 3x). 

egTal, the 

Agra 2006; Meerut 2003; Indore 2002; Ravishankar 20031 p+ 3q = 5: + tan (y - 3x). 

IN lagranges subsidar 

rwo fractions, 

bsidary equations for (1) are 
1) 

d 
Sz+tany-3x) 2) 

dy - 3dr = 0. 

arbitrary constant. 
TaAne 

the 

first 

tuo 

r3x = C, C being an (3) 

4) Incxgrating (i),y-. 

iTg(4), 
from 

(2) 
we, 

(5), r- (1/5) x lo, 
Sz+tan C 

/5) x log ($7 * lan ci) = (1/5) * ©2, C2 being an arbitrary constant. 

5x- log (Sz + tan (G- 3x)] = a using (4) required general integral is 

.5) 

..6) 

faN 
4) and (6), the. 

- log 15+ tan (y - 3x)] = ©0- 3x), where o is an arbitrary function. 

ASoe + xy) (px - )=*. 
xz(+xy)p -yz(z + xyg = *. 

$ol Given 

Cancelling +1y), the first two fractions give 

The Lagrange's bsidiary equations for () are -) 

1)d=41/y)dy 
or (1/x)dr +(1/y)dy =0. (3) 

ntegrating (3), logX + log y = log c, or xy = C 4) 

L sing (4), from (2) we get 
xalz+) 

or rd-f+ cz)d: = 0. 

itegrating (5), r'4 - z'4 - (c,/2) = c,/4 
.5) 

--2c=2 or 

--2xy=c using (4) 
From (4) and (6), the required general integral is 

6) 

oCry,- z-2xy ) = 0, o being an arbitrary function. 

EL 3. Solve xyp + yq = zy - 2x. 

Sol. Given 

IGarhwal 2005 
xyp + q = zy -22. 

Te Lagrange's subsidiary equations for (1) are dz 
zixy-2x2 2) 

Taking the first two fractions of (2), we have 
a)ly= (dy)y 
Hegrating(3), logx- logy = log c 
n 4), X= Cy. Hence from second and third fractions of (2), we get 

or (1/x)dr - (1/y)dy = 0 3) 

or xy= C 4) 

Gey-2e 
gting (5), - log (z-2e)=2 or x-log E- 2(ry) = eg, using (4). .6) From (4) and (6), the required general solution is 

or C- -0. ) 

X-log [z-2(y)] = ¢(x/y), o being an arbitrary function. 


